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An Increase In Encounters Of The "Psychic Kind" 

In our study of the UFO phenomenon we must consider all avenues 
of investigation. While we consider the •nuts & bolts• UFO 
cases to be of primary 1 nterest, it 1 s becoming i ncreasi ngl y 
obvious that by assessing the subject in our own restricted 
dimension we are in danger of taking a blinkered view of the 
subject. It appears highly probable that UFO • s and their 
occupants are capable of moving through other dimensions. 

During the past month, four d1 fferent instances have occurred 
where I have been contacted by people with psychic abilities, 
the most prominent being Peter Gregory of Mablethorpe, Lincs. 
This months leading article features Peter and relates some of 
his experiences. 

11IN OUR UNIVERSE THERE ARE INFINITE PERCEPTIONS OF REALITY, YET 
MAN IS CAPABLE OF UNDERSTANDING ONLY ONE. IF HE IS TO ENDURE, 
HE MUST LEARN TO EXPAND HIS ACCEPTANCE OF THIS SIMPLE UNIVERSAL 
TRUTH. ONLY THEN WILL HE BE ABLE TO FULLY COMPREHEND OUR 
PURPOSE IN HIS CREATION." 

The Visitors June 1994 

The above message came to me via Peter Gregory, a writer and a 
person who claims to have had contact with an alien 
intelligence. Peter who has wide psychic abilities, came to my 
notice through a number of "Flying Triangle11 reports emanating 
from the East Coast area of Lincolnshire. After making a few 
enquiries, I was able to contact Peter and arrange a meeting at 
his home in Mablethorpe. I made the 200 mile journey to hear 
at first hand, details of the strange events that had occurred. 
A short resume follows:-

0 n the n i g h t o f the 21 s t J u ne 1 9 9 3 , d u r 1 n g the U F 0 " f 1 a·p " i n 
Lincolnshire, Peter woke in the early hours of the morning to 
see a glowing UFO. He grabbed his video camcorder and managed 
to film a short sequence before the object shot off at terrific 
speed. As the result of his experience, the story received 
wide publicity in the national press. Shortly afterwards Peter 
was visited by two persons cl aiming to be members of the 
11Gr1msby UFO Group " and they subsequently asked if they could 

borrow the video • • • • •  Peter gave them the video and neither they 
or the· video has been si nee! Luck 11 y Peter had taken two 
photographs of the object from the tv screen and one of them is 
reproduced in this issue • 



Because of the sensational nature of the revel at ions made by 
Peter Gregory, I had decided to take a video camera along and 
to record the interview. This 1 s  something that I have never 
done in the past, but I considered the meeting important enough 
to warrant a video record. 

Our meeting had been arranged for Thursday 9th June and I duly 
arrived at the appointed time. Peter beckoned me into his 
office and I sat down. I had left the video camera in my car 
outside the house, with a view to broaching the subject during 
our conversation. After our introductions had taken place ( my 
wife Deana accompanied me ) , Peter handed me a piece of 
paper • • •  ( the • message • whi eh he had typed the day before, has 
been reproduced below ) . 

W ednesde.y 8th June 1994 •. 

Sometime during your conversation with�Mr Fowler he will ask you if you mind 
appearing on. video. Please decline, the· time is not. yet right for everyone 
to understand our purpose. 

I was a little taken aback at the message , but bearing in mind 
that Peter had possessed psychic powers for a number· of years I 
was not too surprised. Our discussion continued, but being 
recorded on audio tape only.· 

( The report has been edited because of page restrictions ) . 

'They Showed Me The End Of The World- In The Year 3600' 

After retiring early to bed on the night of April 17th 1 993, I 
soon fell into a deep sleep. Sometime later my vision began: 
I was inside what appears to be a control room of some sort, in 
an enormous flying machine. I know we are in flight because I 
can feel the movement beneath my feet, 1 t iS· accompan1 ed by a 
loud humming sound coming from somewhere far below me. 

About fifteen feet in front of me I can see three human 
figures, they are standing by a large viewing monitor, watching 
a transmission of some description. They appear to be totally 
unaware of my presence. I am strangely drawn towards them as 
if in some way there is a special bond between us, but I don 't 
quite know what it 1 s. 

I suddenly feel the urgent need to communicate with them 
somehow, there are so many questions I wanted to ask, so much I 
wanted to say. I stretched out my hand to touch one of them 
but it was useless, m hand ·ust assed strai him. 
( similarities here to the esham orest a 
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The viewing screen buzzed into l i fe a gain . At the top of the 
viewer there is a s creen display with the words "Year 3600". 

I watch fascinated as the report of some great disaster unfolds 
before my eyes. A v oic e comes from somewhere within the room, 
it is describing some of the scenes that I am see i ng . The Earth 
is no l onger inhabitable, humans cannot survive on the surface. 
The air is unbreatnable and pol l ution is so great that man has 
been forced to live underground in a vast artificial world. 
The sun still shi ne s  but only through a thick blanket of air 
pollution. The ozone· layer has been destroyed and th e re is no 
protection from the ultraviolet r a d i a t ion , Nothing moves in 
the Earth's rivers and oceans, they are lifeless foul smelling 
swamps, no lon gt�r capable of sustaining the life that was 
abunda nt within their depths two thousand years ago. All the 
Eartnts known animals and birds are extinctJ the first 
casualties in a long line s tretchin g back as far as the 
beginning of the end - 2096. 

Because of the long term e ffect s of carbon dioxide and many 
other en vi ronmenta 1 1  y harmful pollutants on the atmosphere in 
2540 the great polar ice caps melted. Many coastal cities and 
towns throughout the world were destroyed and millions of 
p eo p 1 e per i s n e d • W h ere t here ha d b e e n 1 a n d there w a s· ·now s ea , 

wnere there had been life now only silence. 

Now in the yea r of 3600, 
no evidence of the once 
green and fertile land 
survives. T he r e is only 
a dark brown landscape 
with no signs of life or 
habitation, only piles of 
rub b l e remain to litter 
the surface, the only 
epitaph to mans occupation 
of the planet Earth. His 
g reed and stupidity had 
erased the greatest civil
-isation that their worl d 
had ever known. 

I stood there,I can remember 
th ink i n g  this bl ea k and 
desolate place cannot be our 
Earth, yet I knew it was and 
I wa s seized with an over
-whelming sense of panic and 
fear for its future. At this 
point I became fully awake, 
I kn ew that the tragedy I 
nad seen w as very real� The 
memory of it would remain with 
me for the rest of my life .. 



Peter Gregory: contd. 
A Night V1sitor 

On the twenty first of June 1993, I had what I believe to be a 
very real and physical encounter of the 'first kind '. I had 
been in bed asleep for just under four hours when I was 
suddenly awakened by a very bright light filtering through the 
open window. The light was so strong that I could see it 's 
reflection clearly on the bedroom wall. I sat up and moved the 
net curtains to get a better view of the object that had so 
forcibly attracted my attention. The sight that met my eyes 
was truly unbelievable, not in all my visions and dreams had I 
seen anything so extremely beautiful as this. 

I t  hung motionless in the night sky high above the roof tops of 
the houses opposite. A glorious red glowing object, at it's 
centre a mass of shimmering yellow light. I t  hovered silently 
in the grey black summer sky, the light in the middle gently 
undulating, changing from yellow to gold and back to yellow 
again. I t's whole appearance gave me the impression that it 
was some wonderful living creature, but not from our world. 

There was no definite outline to it, I 'm sure it wasn't solid 
as such, not as we understand the term anyway. As far as I 
caul d tell it was between twenty to thirty feet in 1 ength and 
although there was no sound at all during the sighting, I could 
feel a very powerful vibration pulsing through my head and body • 
all the time. 

After getting over the initial shock of seeing such an 
unearth 1 y vis 1 tor, I remembered my camcorder which was in a 
cabinet by the bed. Hardly able to contain my excitement I 
quickly grabbed the camera and switched it on. Pointing it 
towards the sky, I started videoing the object through a gap in 
the open window. I was shaking so much it was almost 
impossible to hold the camera steady. Then after about only 
four seconds, the visitor suddenly and without warning, shot 
off at terrific speed northwards, 1 ea vi ng a trai 1 of white 
light behind it. Within two seconds it had disappeared out of 
sight pletely. 

The time was now 2.47am, only some two minutes had elapsed 
since the beginning of the encounter, but it seemed much 
longer. I t  was just as though time itself had stretched out and 
my consciousness with it. 

I spent the rest of the night awake, trying to put what I had 
seen into some perspective but it was useless, my mind couldn't 
or wouldn't comprehend or accept what it had witnessed. 

P.G. 

(A still photograph from the video sequence is produced on the 
following page.) 





THE CROP CIRCLES SCENE 

Crop circles and pictograms are continuing to appear in 
Southern England. These events are occurring mainly in oilseed 
rape, which in view of the changes in agriculture brought about 
by the EEC, is not surprising. 

Our thanks to Claire Upton, PRA and CCCS member, for supplying 
the photographs shown on the opposite page. 

COMBINED EAST MIDLANDS MEETING 

A meeting of East Midlands UFO and Crop Circle groups took 
place in the Aspley Library, Nottingham on the evening of 17th 
June. 

The meeting chaired by Alison Tredwell {CCCS & CSET I )  included 
members from the following groups:-

CCCS East Midlands, Phenomenon Research Association (PRA), East 
Midlands UFO Research Association {EMUFORA), Mansfield UFO 
Group (MUFOG)*, Alien Acknowledgement Campaign (AAC), Centre 
for Study of Extraterrestrial Intelligence (CSET I -Northern 
England). 

The primary purpose of the meeting was to improve lines of 
communication between the groups and to examine ways of 
exchanging information on a regular basis. 

A number of projects were discussed including "Project Sky" (an 
exercise in contacting the 'Circlemakers•), a 'National UFO 
Day•, which is being initiated by John Holman and the 
possibility of holding a major UFO conference in Nottingham. 

The "Crop Circle" field at Husbands Bosworth ( Leics.) has no 
crop this year but is "set aside". Apparently there is a large 
pi 1 e of manure at the top of the hi 1 1 , where the circle 
normally forms, this prompted a remark enquiring if this meant 
that future Crop Circles in the field would be bigger! 

On a more serious note, a document called the "Roswell 
Declaration" is being circulated to various UFO groups. I t  has 
been instigated by three groups in the USA: Mutual UFO Network 
( MUFON), Center for UFO Stud1 es ( CUFOS) and the Fund for UFO 

Research (FUFOR). 

I t  is intended to launch a world-wide campaign which will 
culminate in a "Roswell Declaration" presentation to all 
members of the American Congress on a yet-to-be-determined day 
later this year. Copies of this document will made available 
to PRA members at the next meeting. 

* We understand that Les Trueman has been voted off the 
Mansfield UFO Group Committee and no longere represents MUFOG. 

• 



CROP CIRCLES 1994 

West Kennet; Rape 

West Kennet: Barley 

We s t 0 vert tJ n : R a p e 

West Overton: Rape 

West Kennet: Barley 

West Overton: Rape 

Morgans Hill·, Furze Knoll-. Rape 



RECENT UFO REPORTS 

Event Date; 20-4-94 case 94/6 Investigator: Tony French 

Whilst travelling home late on 20/4/94 at just before 
midnight Mrs A stopped her- car at a crossr-oads near· to 
Button Bonnington, C calm L clear night) Mrs A was startled 

t the sight o-f an o bject which appeared to hover ·a -few 
feet a bo v e t;;e ground behind a tree ahead and slightly 
left, two very bright llghte wer visible • • .  r d on the left 

and green on the right� after paueing for a few moments and 

thinking omething was wrong she drove on passing the 
object on the le-ft, now viei ble were two intensely brlght 
white apot lights scanning around ae i� looking for 
something Mrs A had. the car· r-adio and heard nothing 
unu.sua 1.. As ehe looked back at the object it -flew off at 
tr mendous apeed in the opposite dir-ection to her car, 
driving on for a �urther 4 or 5 minutes she approached the 
village of West Leak, the object <or another aimi 1 ar > was 
in front of her, this time toward the right, again behind a 

tree but near church thie t1ma. Not wishing to drive past 
this thing a'ia drove heY car left of-f the road into a 

courty rd and sw1tched eveYything off, released the 
seatbelt and got ready to run, Mrs A waited Just a few 
minutes before be1ng aware th�t the object had moved to a 

position abov e  and behind the car, suddenly the spot lights 
were scanning. around again but not at her, no noise was 
noticed at this point. A f w moments later a very loud roar 
and whooshing eo�nd wa$ heard as the obJect sho� away at 

reat $ d and went o�t of s� ht. 

Event Date: 5-5-94 Case 94/5 Investigator:Alan Hitchcock 

At approx. 9.30am Mrs V. Hall swarth looked out of her front 
bedroom window at her home in Mickleover, Derby and noticed a 

greyish/white soinn1ng ball manoevering across the sky (see 
sketch). 

. . • 
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Planetary impact collisions are not 
uncommon on the cosmic time scale. 
One has only to look at the Moon to see 
thousands of impact crater sites. The 
latest near-Earth miss occurred this 
year on March 15th when an asteroid 
over 120 feet across hurtled past us at a 
third the distance of the Moon. Do not 
be f ooled into t hinking this event 
insignificant. Had the asteroid passed 
the Earth a couple of hours earlier, 
'whoosh!' - a city the size of London 
may have been vaporised. 

Mars and Mercury are both visible in 
the east before and at dawn. The Earth 
will be furthest from the Sun (almost 94 
million miles) at 8pm o 'esd!y July 
5th. Strange how it is summer and yet 
we au furthest from the Sun! 

Twenty five years ago this month, 
humankind first stepped foot on the 
Moon. The Apollo lunar landings were 
a great adventure never since equalled 
in human space exploration. Let us 
hope it will not take another twenty 
five years to reach the planet Mars. We 
have the technology but alas we do not 
appear to possess the will, such a vital 
ingredient of the human spirit. 
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TALE ENDERS 

BBC RA D IO DERBY 1nvited Omar Fowler to g1ve a talk on "Aliens". 
The broadcast went out at 1.4 5pm on 6th June. Th1s subsequently 
produced a number of enqu1r1es for the PRA. 

A BALL SHA PED HEL IU M BALLOON passed over Spondon (Nr Derby) at 
8.40am on the 12th May heading North. It differed greatly from 
the 'hot a1r' balloon shape, be1ng round and silvery/white. It 
also carried a basket underneath. 

ANGL IA TV will be broadcasting a programme on •contactee• 
incidents, at 2pm on the 22nd July. Terry Walters, a psychic 
and associate of the PRA 1s featured 1n the programme. 

CROP C IRCLE RESEARCH by the PRA w111 be assisted by a new . 
t e c h n 1 c a 1 advance • We now ha v ·e the ab 1li t y to tune 1 n to the 
NOAA weather satell1 te system wh1 eh produces constant air to 
ground pictures of the U.K. 

WARM INSTER " T H ING" won•t lie down. Gordon Faulkner•s photograph 
(see the May OVN I) 1s a fake claims Roger Hooton, now 11v1ng in 
Adelaide. In the "Warm1nster Journal" of 29th April th1s year, 
he expl a1 ns in great deta11 his part 1 n the hoax. His 
knowledge of the Warm1nster area and the situation at the t1me 
1s extensive and h1s version of events seems quite plausible. 
(Thanks to Steve Gerrard of SU FOG for the news cutting) 

PRA SPREADS IT'S W IN GS • • •  We are currently exchanging 
information with the following groups: C CCS (East Midlands), 
CCCS Yorks & Humberside, EMUFORA (East Midlands), Mansf1eld UFO 
Group, U FO Skywatch (Lincs.), BU FORA, Essex U FO Group, S I  GAP 
(Surrey), SP IR (Scotland), SU FO G  (Southampton), TU FORG 
(Torquay), NUFON (Northern U FO Network), IU FOPR ( Ireland), AU FO 
(Sweden), JSPS (Japan), Pacif i c Research ( Canada), NEXUS 

- (Australia), MU FON (USA), plus National & International 
cons u 1 t a · s . • . · .. We a 1 so rep re sent and carry out i n vest 1 gat 1 on s on 
behalf of th ly1ni.��ucer Review" magazine • 

.. N 'E h'M·�T ING 

W111 take place at the STANLEY CLUB, Stanley Commo 
nr. Ilkeston, at Spm on THURSDAY 23rd JU 

Guest Speaker: Gordon Moore (Society For Psych1ca1 Research) 

"PRECOGNITION" 

plus 

"UF01s IN L INCOLNSH IRE" 
An excellent new video produced by Peter Gregory 

(Non-members welcome: Admission for the evening £1) 

• 


